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PORTS LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2013 
Third Reading 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

MS J. FARRER (Kimberley) [2.45 pm]: I rise to speak on the Ports Legislation Amendment Bill 2013. I want 
to discuss a couple of the issues and concerns that I have. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! 

Mr P.B. Watson: We can’t hear, Mr Speaker. 

The SPEAKER: Members! Member for Kimberley, can you speak up nice and loudly into the microphone. I do 
not want any private meetings in the house. 

Ms J. FARRER: Can members please be a bit quiet; I am sorry to ask that. 

I rise to speak on this bill and discuss a couple of the issues and concerns that I have regarding the ports in my 
electorate in the Kimberley. It is mostly about Broome port, but also about the general constraints experienced in 
the Kimberley. As the minister stated, the proposed Kimberley Ports Authority would comprise the port of 
Broome, any proposed port at James Price Point, if that were to eventuate, and the non–port authority ports at 
Derby, Wyndham, Cockatoo Island and Koolan Island. Anyone who knows the Kimberley well or knows the key 
industries that use our Kimberley ports would understand that accessible and cost-effective port facilities have a 
huge and often detrimental effect on potential economic development in our region. Unfortunately, due to the 
distances and costs involved, it is often the straw that breaks the camel’s back and tips the profitable business 
venture into the red. The lack of diverse, accessible facilities is often a key barrier to investment. Despite this, we 
have seen a huge level of growth and development at our Kimberley ports over the last decade. Broome port 
alone has expanded significantly over the last few years. For example, total imports during 2012–13 increased by 
41 per cent compared with the previous year due to increases in petroleum product and general cargoes, plus 
drilling equipment and materials arriving in port to support Browse Basin and offshore oil and gas activities. 
That is an incredible increase that is dwarfed by the total exports during 2012–13, which increased by 80 per 
cent compared with the previous year. Again, it was also related to the Browse Basin activities. All of this was 
realised despite live cattle exports—a very important industry in my region—decreasing by 38 per cent 
compared with — 

Mr P.B. Watson: Mr Speaker, I am having trouble hearing the member. There are a whole lot of meetings going 
on in the chamber. 

The SPEAKER: Three different meetings are going on. Leader of the National Party, member for North West 
Central and member for Bunbury, can you please take your business outside. 

Ms J. FARRER: Thank you, Mr Speaker. 

All of this was realised despite live cattle exports—a very, very important industry in my region—decreasing by 
38 per cent compared with the year before and, as we all know, a sharp downturn in tourism numbers and, 
therefore, a substantial decline in cruise ship numbers. It is very important that Broome and any other future port 
developments or expansions in the Kimberley are well managed and put Western Australia in the best position to 
take the best advantage of any servicing work from the Browse Basin. As the Treasurer stated, the wharf in 
Broome is one of the major employers in town. There are immense opportunities to utilise this port. Broome is 
only about 400 kilometres from the offshore Browse gas field, while Darwin port is 1 700 kilometres away. 
However, that port has a much greater capacity and the Northern Territory is pushing harder and harder for more 
of this work. It is important for Broome and the state of WA that we are the major suppliers of services to these 
gas fields. Recently, a major study was commissioned to review the overall capability of Broome, its port and 
airport to support the Browse Basin offshore oil and gas province, and to gauge the social and logistic effects of 
doing so. As I said, Broome is strategically located as the nearest support centre to the Browse Basin. As the 
associated offshore developments are forecast to provide increased economic opportunities for local businesses 
and employment growth, I hope this port reform in no way disrupts this process. This is particularly important 
given the recent downturn in Broome’s local economy after Woodside’s decision to use floating technology 
rather than develop gas onshore. An effective and coordinated Broome port that is properly resourced and 
developed is currently the only hope for the West Kimberley to accrue some social and financial benefit from 
these offshore gas developments. Broome port recently saw a number of essential upgrades, with $24 million 
worth of funding from the government. The money will see corroded steelwork replaced and supporting paths 
repaired over the next two and a half years. It is great that the port saw that funding because it was sorely 
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needed. The port CEO, Vic Justice, had a few things to say about the funding in an article from ABC News on 
16 October this year. It stated — 

Port CEO Vic Justice says offshore resource companies contributed to record growth this past year. 

He says in the next five years, the growth rate is expected to increase threefold and the upgrade is sorely 
needed. 

“The wharf is now 47 years old and we need to ensure that with the ramping up of all the industry that’s 
taking place around here that we provide surety to our customers, that we provide surety to the 
businesses that have invested heavily in the port,” he said. 

He says the upgrade could not come at a better time. 

“In terms of the amount of business and the revenue that we manage to obtain through the port,” he 
said. 

“At the moment it’s ramping up even further … 

Industry figures I have spoken to say much greater investment is needed in the port if we are to be best placed to 
expand. I welcome this money from the government but I hope there is more and that it will not take too long to 
see further investment in the port. As many would have seen, Broome port also lost to the short term the 
opportunity to export oil from the Buru Energy projects, despite Wyndham port being a further 920 kilometres 
from the oil field. I hope that after minor upgrades and environmental approvals of the Broome port, the oil will 
be exported through the port. It illustrates some of the constraints in the region. 

I think it is important that the bill introduces mandatory requirements for port authorities to establish a 
community consultation committee for each port under its control, with local government representation. It is 
important, particularly in Broome, given the location of the port and the access roads to the port that now 
traverse through the suburbs of Broome. Given the level of growth I have outlined at Broome port, it is essential 
that any development has the support of the wider community and that the benefits are widely understood and 
accepted. A transparent and inclusive process is invaluable for any community but particularly important in 
Broome where many people remain affected by the events of the last few years. We will rebuild a more positive 
relationship between many of these agencies in the community of Broome for the benefit of all. 

I also want to raise quickly the issue of Point Torment and ask the minister to indicate in his third reading reply 
the government’s thinking around this development. I want to read part of the 2009 Infrastructure Australia 
submission titled “Kimberley Supply Base—Point Torment”. It states — 

The proposal identifies the development of appropriate port, port-related infrastructure and industry 
land at Point Torment (approximately 30km directly north of the West Kimberley town of Derby) as a 
national infrastructure priority. The Point Torment proposal is focussed on: 

• Locating a marine supply base at Point Torment that would service a substantial expansion of 
the oil and gas industry off the West Kimberley coast of Western Australia. 

• Through the development of a supply base to increase the Kimberley region’s economic 
diversity, investment, and public infrastructure and services. 

• Making employment opportunities available to local communities as a result of the major 
offshore gas opportunities. 

• Facilitate further offshore service provision in Derby. 

The State has a responsibility in adding to the infrastructure at Point Torment to make sure the base can 
be big enough to serve other projects, and that there are opportunities to set up local businesses to 
tender for contracts. 

The development in 2009 was estimated to be in the vicinity of $550 million. I wonder again whether the 
minister could indicate if it is still on the radar or if it has fallen over entirely at this time. Any port in that area, if 
viable, and of course with the support of traditional owners, could have significant benefit for local employment 
and industry, including live animal exports, and perhaps even give us the chance at defence contracts if the 
facilities were there. 

As has been said, we largely support this legislation but as others have said, our ports are dealing with huge 
growth and constraints on that growth. I hope that the good work that many of the ports in the region are doing is 
not disrupted by the process. The ports in the Kimberley are essential for future growth and we cannot afford to 
get this wrong at any stage. 
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Finally, I want to congratulate the Broome Port Authority and the CEO, Vic Justice, on their hard work and 
success in juggling the many issues at Broome port and the changing nature of their business. I will also take a 
keen interest in the application of this legislation and I hope it does deliver for local communities and businesses 
in Broome. 

MR B.S. WYATT (Victoria Park) [2.57 pm]: I will make a very quick third reading contribution to the Ports 
Legislation Amendment Bill 2013. The member for West Swan is the lead speaker on behalf of the opposition. 
She is paired so I want to continue where I think she was; that is, referring to the two amendments I attempted to 
move to this legislation. The opposition will not be opposing this legislation but I did seek to make two 
amendments, one of which was to ensure that the sale of any port assets above the value of $5 million will be by 
way of public open tender. That has been driven by the secrecy surrounding the potential transfer of ownership 
of the Kwinana Bulk Terminal to James Point Pty Ltd as part of the settlement of litigation between the state 
government and James Point Pty Ltd. We divided on that amendment moved by the opposition, and the 
government opposed it. I guess that is an indication of the aversion to any daylight being thrown on that 
particular arrangement. I then moved a subsequent amendment that required the government simply to apply its 
own policy; that is, that any sale of port assets be done pursuant to the strategic asset management framework in 
respect of asset retention and disposal. The Treasurer made the point that it already applies. In light of the fact 
that the amendments were simply codifying the existing practice, I thought the Treasurer would have no problem 
confirming that the strategic asset management framework will apply to the sale of any assets of port 
infrastructure. That was also opposed by the government, which was disappointing. 

As we went through consideration in detail, a number of interesting amendments were introduced into the 
legislation by way of this bill. It emerged that the role of the government in ensuring that the ports are more 
reliant on private capital becomes more obvious. The Treasurer confirmed the fact it is now codified that the 
ports are required to comply with the capital approval for capital spend requirements of the state government. 
Then the Treasurer confirmed that the government could reduce the authorised capital spend of individual port 
authorities and then require those port authorities to look to the private sector to fill that space. Not only that, but 
also there is quite an aggressive amendment that will require each port authority at the end of each period of 
statement of corporate intent to explain why it did not use private third parties to deliver port services, which is 
indeed a significant amendment to the act. As the Treasurer pointed out, he is not shy of saying that it is a very 
strong component of the government’s policy to require private sector capital to come into our ports. 

The member for Kimberley posed a few very interesting questions, particularly around Point Torment and 
Broome port; I hope the Minister for Transport will respond to them. When I travel to Broome, I note that the 
port and the local government are very keen to have some resolution about the future intent of the government 
for Broome port, particularly since James Price Point has obviously fallen away. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: You conceded that quickly. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: It is not conceded; the Premier has conceded. He apologised in this place. It is simply the 
reality that the Shire of Broome wants some clarity around what will happen with the port of Broome. 

I will conclude by thanking the Minister for Transport for the way he conducted himself during consideration in 
detail. It is the opposition’s role to ask questions of legislation, and even though the opposition is not opposing 
the passage of this legislation, the Minister for Transport was helpful and has undertaken to provide some further 
information to the member for West Swan and to me—maybe even the member for Kimberley when he 
responds. When we ask the Premier questions, he takes it as a personal insult that he is being asked a question at 
all. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: A lot of them are! 

Mr B.S. WYATT: I think the Premier will find that the Parliament responds better to a minister who is indeed 
across the brief, as the Minister for Transport clearly was, unlike the Premier’s passage of legislation over the 
past few weeks, and is willing to engage with the opposition. I have found that over the past few weeks the 
Premier has seemed not to enjoy his job anymore. That is the impression we get from this side of the house. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: I’m loving it! I’m absolutely loving it, and I’m going to be here for a while yet! 

Mr B.S. WYATT: As the member who has been in this place the longest, the Premier needs to perhaps start 
enjoying the parliamentary process. 

Point of Order 
Mr V.A. CATANIA: I cannot see how this is relevant to the third reading. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms L.L. Baker): Thank you, member. Member for Victoria Park, I remind you to 
stick to the bill. 
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Debate Resumed 
Mr B.S. WYATT: I will return to the conduct of the Minister for Transport during the consideration in detail 
stage of this legislation, which I think was professional and useful for the overall education of the Parliament. 
Not every member in this place has access to the sort of information that the Minister for Transport does. To 
come into this place the way he did, I thought, was professional, unlike the cantankerous episodes we have seen 
from the Premier over the past few weeks. As we move towards the end of the parliamentary year, I simply make 
the point that the Premier perhaps needs to have a good break. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: How patronising. How petty and patronising. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: I am not being patronising, I am just making the point that I think the Premier needs to have 
a good break over the summer period because he clearly has not enjoyed himself over the last little while. Oh, is 
there a point of order? 

Point of Order 
Mr V.A. CATANIA: Point of order. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Victoria Park, I do not want to have two people on their feet yelling at 
me. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: Sorry, I did not realise there were two. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: There is no point of order, but I have reminded you to please stick to the bill. 

Debate Resumed 
Mr B.S. WYATT: I am just coming to a conclusion. My constituent in Victoria Park the member for 
North West Central has some concerns about this of course, but I want the Premier to take a break because 
generally his attitude will define how the Parliament proceeds on a day-to-day basis. That is what happens when 
someone is the Premier of the state. So, enjoy yourself! 

Mr C.J. Barnett: Do you think I am a blatant liar, like your leader? 

Mr B.S. WYATT: Yes, I think I said that. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: Are you going to go out on television and say that, like your leader did? 

Mr W.J. Johnston: If you want us to. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: Well — 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Excuse me, Premier, I just remind you — 

Mr B.S. WYATT: Premier, I am not seeking to simply relive these issues — 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Victoria Park! I just remind you, please, that if you accept an 
interjection I am not going to protect you. Premier, I also just remind you about the interjection issues. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: I thank the Premier for that interjection, which I will accept. I am not seeking to relive 
motions moved, I am simply talking about the Premier’s conduct during the passage of legislation in this place. I 
am not talking about question time—I have no problem with the argy-bargy in question time—but as to 
questions asked during the passage of legislation, the Premier’s performance has been abysmal. He can look 
around for someone to jump up to protect him — 

Mr C.J. Barnett: No, I do not need protecting. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: — but the Minister for Transport has shown the Premier up over this last week because he 
wanted to engage in the questions being asked by the opposition, and I think all members on both sides of the 
house gained a lot from that process. I congratulate the Minister for Transport on the very productive passage 
and debate of this legislation. 

MR T.R. BUSWELL (Vasse — Minister for Transport) [3.05 pm] — in reply: While we were in the spirit, 
during this third reading debate on the Ports Legislation Amendment Bill 2013, of reflecting on consideration in 
detail and the passage of bills, my mind wandered back to a previous member for Fremantle who at that stage 
was the Minister for Health—a former member of the Miscellaneous Workers’ Union when my mother was a 
member. I recall asking him questions occasionally, and he used to sit in the left-hand seat at the table, if my 
memory serves me correctly, and his favourite habit was to lie back in the chair and look at the ceiling and 
completely ignore us, and after he completely ignored us for a while he would just put the clause. I think it 
would be a fair reflection that we all have our unique styles in working through consideration in detail. Also, I 
first met the Premier back in early 2004 after I was preselected, and I have never known him to be more happy 
and more enjoying of his job, as he often shares with me. 
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In relation to my third reading response, I firstly thank all members for their participation in the debate. I think 
the one thing that has come through in the passage of this bill is that ports are important to Western Australia, 
ports are important to the economy of Western Australia and ports are important to communities the length and 
breadth of Western Australia. Another thing that has come out of all the debate in and around this bill is that 
people want ports to perform to their optimum in supporting the communities in which they are located and the 
hinterland and industries they support through export and/or import activity. 

With the indulgence of Madam Acting Speaker, I thought I would spend a couple of minutes responding to some 
of the important issues raised by the member for Kimberley because they are important issues. As the member 
for Kimberley pointed out, this legislation will see the creation of the Kimberley Ports Authority, and ultimately 
the Kimberley Ports Authority will expand from the port of Broome to include the ports of Wyndham, Derby, 
Cockatoo Island, Koolan Island and James Price Point. It will be a significant port authority in the context of 
WA. I also recognise the member for Kimberley’s acknowledgment of the chief executive officer of the 
Kimberley Port Authority—the aptly named Vic Justice. I have to say that when I first heard that name it 
sounded very superhero-esque, if I could use that term! There is a certain sort of gravitas that comes with a 
person by the name of Vic Justice. It would be fair to say that Vic has done a good job and that the port of 
Broome has turned around in terms of its financial performance, and, as the member for Kimberley pointed out, 
in terms of its trade performance. I had reason, a few years ago, to visit the Kimberley and stay with a man by 
the name of Dillon Andrews. Dylan is a Bunuba man who lives outside of Fitzroy, and I stayed there for a few 
days with Dillon and his family. It was a very, very interesting and special opportunity for us and we were very 
privileged to have time with him. As a result, I read a book called Jandamarra and the Bunuba Resistance, 
which is an interesting read about not only Jandamarra but also, more importantly, the Bunuba uprising in the 
1890s. It also canvassed a range of public policy issues that were in the public domain at the time. An interesting 
public debate at that time was whether the state government should provide a subsidy for the shipping service to 
the Kimberley. Of course, that has been a debate in public policy of late. Sometimes all that is old becomes new 
again, which is certainly the case in that debate. What it has shown is that from the early European settlement of 
the Kimberley, the use of the coast for trade has been part of economic life in the Kimberley, and that was 
reflected in some observations in the book. 

The member for Kimberley raised a couple of issues. She stressed the importance of the port of Broome to the 
local economy. She is right, because it is important not only as a direct employer—I suspect the port of Broome 
is probably the largest direct employer in the town—but also, by extension, in employing a lot of people in allied 
port services in Broome. When I was at the servo in Broome, I started talking to a truck driver who was cleaning 
his truck. He worked for a major international trucking contractor that had a contract to cart sand from south of 
Port Hedland to Broome. The sand was placed on barges and shipped back down to Barrow Island, which, when 
one thinks about it, is completely counterintuitive. It is 620 kilometres or 630 kilometres, plus a bit more, so 
maybe 700 kilometres, with a 1 400-kilometre round trip, to bring containers of sand, which are then taken by 
sea back to where they came from. It is an interesting example of how growing demand on some ports means 
that ports such as Broome are playing roles that perhaps they did not have traditionally with larger cargo 
movements through the port. That is important. 

I was due to meet with the port and shire recently, but, unfortunately, I had to postpone my trip until early next 
year. One of the challenges at the port of Broome is to ensure that enough land is identified to provide the 
footprint the port will need to service its growth and activity. Every tonne of cargo that comes out of the port 
generally has a requirement of a footprint on land to handle the cargo. That is one of the challenges we have to 
work through at Broome. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: Is that why they’ve created the industrial park as you come through the ring-road? It’s not near 
the port; it’s a bit of a drive. 
Mr T.R. BUSWELL: There are some complicated discussions to be had about the port of Broome growing in 
its current location. The shire desires to create an alternative industrial park out near where the airport will go, 
which, if people are coming down the T-junction at Roebuck Plains Roadhouse, is to the left. It is out of town 
and back down Broome highway. There is a bit of work to be done in that space. I am keen for us to do that. This 
leads to the questions that were asked about Point Torment. The government has decided that, at least in the 
short term—as there is still a very real possibility that in due course James Price Point will have a role to play in 
the service space and servicing offshore industries at the very least—the port of Broome has an important role to 
play — 
Mr W.J. Johnston: Can I ask something? 
Mr T.R. BUSWELL: No, I am trying to finish! 
The port of Broome has an important role to play in providing a footprint to service the oil and gas industry that 
is emerging in the Browse Basin and other areas. I have not been on the ground at Point Torment, but I have had 
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the chance to fly over it a couple of times. It is unlikely that anything will happen in the short to medium term at 
Point Torment. I have had that conversation with the greatest supporter of Point Torment in Elsia Archer, who is 
the president of the Shire of Derby–West Kimberley. The reality is that given the capital expenditure that would 
be required to get it up and running, I cannot see that happening in the short to medium term unless there was a 
very significant resource project in terms of tonnage. Broome has an important role to play. Point Torment, 
notwithstanding some of the attractions of maritime access, is a long way off. As I said, we have had that 
conversation with the president of the Shire of Derby–West Kimberley. That did not dampen her enthusiasm for 
the project, but there is a certain reality around that. 

The member for Kimberley alluded to the $24 million that the government, through the West Kimberley 
revitalisation program, has committed to invest in the port. It will be used for a maintenance-of-life project for 
the existing jetty, which has significant corrosion issues. When one looks at the tidal zone and other forces that 
impact on the jetty, it does a lot of work. One of the reasons I supported the provision of that capital—I am not a 
big supporter of the provision of public capital to ports—is that it will give the port an opportunity to attract 
additional capital to spend off the back of the improved jetty to provide the sorts of things — 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: Are you saying that that money will be used to extend its life? 

Mr T.R. BUSWELL: Yes. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: Extend it by how long? 

Mr T.R. BUSWELL: I cannot recall. It is about dealing with some of the corrosion on some of the main pilings 
off the jetty. People can see it when they go there. The areas that are in disrepair have been that way for some 
time. One of the unfortunate realities is that for a long time, the financial performance of the port did not enable 
it to sustain an adequate maintenance regime, which often happens with public assets. The net effect is the need 
to capitalise the shortfall in maintenance spending and go for a capital upgrade. We were happy to support that. 
It will give the port a great opportunity to look at getting additional service providers and possibly infrastructure 
on and around the jetty to help expand trade and trade offerings, particularly in the oil and gas space. 

I hope that deals with most of the issues raised by the member for Kimberley. Again, I thank her for her 
contribution. Let us not forget that in the Kimberley, Wyndham plays an important role as an import point for 
fuel and an export point for iron ore and a couple of other things. Derby is also an important facility. I 
acknowledge also the member for Kimberley’s comments—without trying to be argumentative—about live 
cattle exports. This is an important yet controversial export product from the Kimberley, and the ports play an 
important role in that debate. 

In closing, I thank all members for their contribution to this good debate with good lines of questioning. I will 
get the information on hedging and related matters to the member for Victoria Park. By way of correspondence, I 
will provide the information sought by the member for West Swan about the inclusion of the interim dividend. I 
have received advice that it will not be included at the time of the midyear review, although as we discussed, if 
we charge an interim dividend, which we do with most of our government trading enterprises, in one year we get 
a “double count”, for want of a better term. I thank the house for its support of this legislation. 

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a third time and transmitted to the Council. 
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